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Abstract

We present an extension of language A-Prolog by
consistency-restoring rules with preferences, give the seman-
tics of the new language, CR-Prolog, and show how the lan-
guage can be used to formalize various types of common-
sense knowledge and reasoning.

Introduction
In recent years, A-Prolog – the language of logic pro-
grams with the answer set semantics (Gelfond & Lifschitz
1991) – was shown to be a useful tool for knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning (Gelfond 2002). The language
is expressive and has a well understood methodology of
representing defaults, causal properties of actions and flu-
ents, various types of incompleteness, etc. The devel-
opment of efficient computational systems (Simons 1996;
Calimeri et al. 2002; Lin & Zhao 2002; Pontelli, Balduc-
cini, & Bermudez 2003) has allowed the use of A-Prolog
for a diverse collection of applications (Heljanko 1999; Bal-
duccini, Gelfond, & Nogueira 2000; Nogueira et al. 2001;
Soininen & Niemela 1999; Aiello & Massacci 2001).

It seems however that A-Prolog lacks the ability to grace-
fully perform the reasoning needed for certain types of con-
flict resolution, e.g. for finding the best explanations of
unexpected observations. To solve the problem we devel-
oped CR-Prolog – an extension of A-Prolog by consistency-
restoring rules (cr-rules) with preferences – which is capable
of such reasoning. To illustrate the problem and its solution
we consider several reasoning tasks performed by an intelli-
gent agent acting in dynamic domains in the sense of (Baral
& Gelfond 2000).

The paper is structured as follows. We start with background
material needed to understand modeling of dynamic system
in A-Prolog. Next, we introduce the syntax and semantics
of CR-Prolog, give examples of using CR-rules with pref-
erences for representing agent’s knowledge, and show how
this knowledge can be used to perform fairly sophisticated
reasoning tasks. Finally, we discuss related work and future
research directions.
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Modeling dynamic systems
In this section we briefly review the basic ideas of A-Prolog
based modeling of dynamic systems. We assume that the
dynamic system, consisting of an agent and its environment,
satisfies the following simplifying conditions.

1. The environment can be viewed as a transition diagram
whose states are sets of fluents (relevant properties of
the domain whose truth values may depend on time) and
whose arcs are labeled by actions.

2. The agent is capable of making correct observations, per-
forming actions, and remembering the domain history.

3. Normally the agent is capable of observing all relevant
exogenous events occurring in its environment.

The above assumptions determine the structure of the
agent’s knowledge base. It consists of three parts:� An action description, which specifies the transition dia-

gram representing possible trajectories of the system. It
contains descriptions of domain’s actions and fluents, to-
gether with the definition of possible successor states to
which the system can move after an action � is executed
in a state � .� A recorded history, which contains observations made by
the agent together with a record of its own actions. It de-
fines a collection of paths in the diagram which, from the
standpoint of the agent, can be interpreted as the system’s
possible pasts. If the agent’s knowledge is complete (e.g.,
it has complete information about the initial state and the
occurrences of actions, and the system’s actions are deter-
ministic) then there is only one such path.� A collection of agent’s goals.

All this knowledge is used and updated by the agent who
repeatedly executes steps of the following observe-think-act
loop:

Observe-think-act loop

1. observe the world;
2. interpret the observations;
3. select a goal;
4. plan;
5. execute part of the plan.
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We will illustrate this design with the following simple ex-
ample:
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Figure 1: ���
Example 1 Consider a system 	 consisting of an analog cir-
cuit �
� from Figure 1. We assume that switches �� and ���
are mechanical components which cannot become damaged.
Relay r is a magnetic coil. If not damaged, it is activated
when ��� is closed, causing ��� to close. Undamaged bulb
b emits light if � � is closed. For simplicity of presentation
we consider an agent capable of performing only one ac-
tion, ������������ ��� . The environment can be represented by two
damaging exogenous1 actions: ��� , which causes b to be-
come faulty, and �!�!" , which damages r and also b assuming
that b is not protected.

To model the system we introduce fluents:������!��#$��	&% � – switch 	'% is closed;�(����) � – component ) is malfunctioning;* ����+��,� � – bulb � is protected from power surges;���-+/.102����� � – relay � is active;��3&��� � – bulb � is on.

The action description, 465 , of 	 consists of the rules in
the first three sections of program 7�8 (Figure 2). Statement9 ��:$;<+ � says that ”fluent : holds at time + ”; �(���$;=+ � stands for
”action � occurred at time + ”.

The first section of 7>8 contains the dynamic causal laws
(Gelfond 2002) of 	 expressed in A-Prolog. Its first rule,
which corresponds to a statement “ � causes : if ? ” of ac-
tion language 4 and its extensions, says that closing switch��� causes the switch to be closed. (We assume that all ac-
tions have unit durations.)

The second section of 7 8 contains relations between fluents
frequently referred to as domain constraints. In action lan-
guages they are normally described by statements “ : if ? ”.
The first rule, for example, says that relay � is active if
switch ��� is closed and � is not malfunctioning.

The third section contains executability conditions of ac-
tions. The only rule of this section says that it is impossible
to close switch �� if it is already closed.

1By exogenous actions we mean actions performed by the
agent’s environment. This includes natural events as well as ac-
tions performed by other agents.

To give the semantics of action description 4@5 , we need to
define states of the corresponding transition diagram A and
its transition relation B��DC2;=�$;=�E��F . By a state we mean a com-
plete and consistent collection of fluent literals of 465 which
satisfies its domain constraints. To define the transition rela-
tion we consider the program, 7>G , consisting of the first four
sections of 7 8 . The rules of the fourth part formalize the fa-
mous Inertia Axiom from (Hayes & McCarthy 1969) which
says that “things tend to stay as they are”. The simplicity of
representation of this (and other) defaults is due to the de-
fault (or stable) negation “not” of A-Prolog. The transition
relation of A is given by the following

Definition 1 (Successor State) Let 7@G be the action de-
scription plus the Inertia Axioms from 7�8 , HJIKB�� C ;=�$;L� � F
be a transition, and

9 ���DC2;=M � I � 9 �,:$;=M ��N :POQ�DC�SR��T 9 ��:$;=M ��N T :UOV�WCX� . Each answer set, 4 , of 7 G R9 ��� C ;LM � RY�(���$;LM � , defines a successor state, � � , in H as:� � I � : N 9 ��:$;�Z � OY4[�\R ��T : N T 9 �,:$;�Z � O]4[�X^
Using this definition one can easily check that the execution
of action ������������ ��� in state �$_`I � * ����+���� � � moves the sys-
tem to state �$abI � ���������#c�,��� � ;=���������#c�,�!� � ;L��3&��� � ; * ����+��,� � � .
(Whenever possible we omit negative fluent literals from
the representation of states.) Notice also that if � C I� * ����+��,� � ;L���������#c�,��� � � and � is ��������2�,��� � , then the corre-
sponding program has no answer set and hence � is not exe-
cutable in � C .
This approach of defining A dates back to (Baral & Lobo
1997). The more commonly used alternative specifies A by
a collection of statements in a “high level” action language
with the successor relation defined in the style of McCain
and Turner (McCain & Turner 1995; 1997; Turner 1997;
Balduccini & Gelfond 2002). For a number of action lan-
guages, these approaches were shown to be equivalent.
Since we believe that some knowledge of A-Prolog will
be needed by a system designer and that the distance be-
tween statements in action languages and the correspond-
ing logic programming rules is fairly short we use the A-
Prolog based approach. Moreover, this approach is rather
general and can be applied to action descriptions with defea-
sible causal laws, non-deterministic actions, etc. for which
McCain-Turner style definitions are either non-existent or
more complex.

Recorded history dfe (where 3 is the current time step) is
given by a collection of statements of the form:

1. ����2���<;<+ � – ‘fluent literal � was observed to be true at mo-
ment + ’;

2.
9 * #$���$;<+ � – ‘action �SO]4 was observed to happen at mo-
ment + ’

where + is an integer from the interval g MW;=3 � .
The trajectories B�� C ;L� C ;=� � ;!^�^!^�;=��e�h � ;=�ceDF of the system
defined by dfe can be extracted from the answer sets of7 8 Rid e . Note that the axioms in the last two sec-
tions of 7 8 establish the relationship between relations���� , 9 * # and

9
, � . The former correspond to undoubt-

edly correct observations while the latter correspond to



%% DYNAMIC CAUSAL LAWSj$kmlLnpo�q-r-s(k�q�t<u=v1wyx{z-u}| o~kml�npo�q-r�k�q�t=u=v,w�u=�j$km���km��u=v,w]x{z-u | o~km�L�!�2q�v1w�u=�j$km���km��u=v,w]x�z�u | o~k�q����(v�w�u=�j$km���km��u=v,w]x{z-u | ��j$k�����o���km�-u=v,w�u=v,oXk�q����(v,w�u=�
%% DOMAIN CONSTRAINTSj$km�l=�,���rkm��u=v,w�u | j$kmlLnpo�q�r-s(k�q t u=v1w�u=v���j$km��!km��u=v1w�u=���j$km�l=�,���r�km��u=v,w�u | j$km��!km��u=v1w�u=���j$km�l=�,���r�km��u=v,w�u | ��j$kmlLnpo�q-r-s(k�q t u=v1w�u=�j$kmlLnpo�q-r-s(k�q���u=v1w�u | j$km�l<�1���r�km��u=v1w�u=�j$kmo���km�-u=v1w�u | j$kmlLnpo�q�r-s(k�q��-u=v1w�u=v���j$km��!km�-u=v1w�u=���j$kmo���km��u=v1w�u | j$km��!km�-u=v1w�u=���j$kmo���km��u=v1w�u | ��j$kmlLnpo�q-r-s(k�q��-u=v1w�u=�
%% EXECUTABILITY CONDITION|�o~kml�n�o�q-r�k�q t u=v1w�u=v�j$kmlLnpo�q-r-s(k�q t u=v1w�u=�
%% INERTIAj$k���v1w]x�z-u | j$k���v/w�u=v

not
��j$k���v1w]x{z-u=���j$k���v1w�x�z�u | ��j$k���v/w�u=v

not
j$k���v1w]x{z-u=�

%% REALITY CHECKS|�o��-q�k���v1w�u=v
not

jck���v,w�u=�|�o��-q�k�����v1w�u=v
not

��j$k���v/w�u=�
%% AUXILIARY AXIOMSo~k��6v,w�u | j��2s(k��6v1w�u=�j$k���v���u | o��-q�k���v���u=���j$k���v���u | o��-q�k�����v<��u=�

Figure 2: 7 8

predictions made by the agent, and may be defeated by
further observations. The “reality checks” axioms en-
sure that the agent’s predictions do not contradict his
observations. One can easily check, for instance, thatd � I�����2���$_�;=M � R � 9 * #$��������!���,� ��� ;=M � � defines the trajec-
tory B��$_�;=��������2�,� ��� ;L� a F . Here ����2���E;<+ � I � ����2���<;<+ ��N ��O� � . The program corresponding to history d�� I����2��� _ ;LM � ; � 9 * #$���������������� � ;LM � R�����2� T ������!��#$����� � ;�Z � � is in-
consistent (thanks to the reality checks of 7
8 ), and hence d �
defines no trajectories.

Finally, the goals of the agent can be represented by rules of
the form: ¡

not "(������^
The agent will be able to use this knowledge for planning,
diagnosing, consistency checking, and other tasks. For ex-
ample the diagnostic agent in (Balduccini & Gelfond 2002)
finds possible explanation of observations ¢ by finding an-
swer sets of the program 7 8 R£¢¤R[5¦¥�C , where 5¦¥{C is the
following “diagnostic module”:�(��4£;<A � or

T �(��4[;<A � ¡ M¨§©A«ª©3�; ¬ ���-+���4 � ^
where ¬ ���-+���4 � is satisfied by exogenous actions (in our
case ��� W� and �!�!" ). This is of course done only if the corre-
sponding observations are inconsistent with the agent’s pre-
dictions, i.e. when the program 7�8�R¢ is inconsistent. To
see how this works let us go back to the action description
from Example 1.

Example 2 Suppose that initially all switches are open, the
bulb is off and protected from power surges, and that the
agent operating this device is given the goal of lighting the
bulb. The agent starts at time 0 by observing the initial state¢ C . Since 7>8�R`¢ C is consistent, no explanation is required;
the agent selects the goal of lighting the bulb, and generates
a plan, ��������2�,� �-� , to achieve it. As shown in (Dimopoulos,
Koehler, & Nebel 1997; Lifschitz 1999) this can be done by
extracting occurrences of actions (i.e. statements of the form�(���$;<+ � ) from an answer set of program 7�8�Rb¢ C R�?[¥ where?[¥ is �(��4£;<A � or

T �(��4[;<A � ¡ 3�§©A®;L� ���-+���4 � ^
where � �2��+���4 � is satisfied by agent actions (in our case������������ �-� ). The plan is executed at step ¯ and the agent

goes back to observe the world. Suppose that the agent
discovers that the bulb is not lit, i.e. ¢
�°I ¢®C�R� 9 * #$��������!���,� ��� ;=M � ;L����2� T ��3&��� � ;�Z � � . Since 7>8bR¤¢ � is in-
consistent, the agent performs diagnosis at step ± by comput-
ing the answer sets of 7 8 R¨¢���R²5¦¥�C . In this case, there is
only one answer set, corresponding to the occurrence of ac-
tion �-�� D� at time M . Since the bulb is broken, the agent has no
way to achieve its goal. However, if more complex actions
were introduced – like ��� * �2.1���,) � , to repair a component –
the agent could generate a new plan ��� * �2.1���,� � ;L������������ ��� ,
which would finally allow it to light the bulb.

Expanding the language
Notice that checking consistency and finding a diagnosis
in the above algorithms is achieved by two calls to lp-
satisfiability checkers – inference engines computing answer



sets of logic programs. Such multiple calls require the rep-
etition of a substantial amount of computation (including
grounding of the whole program). Even more importantly,
we have no way to declaratively specify preferences between
possible diagnoses, and hence may be forced to eliminate
unlikely diagnoses by performing extra observations. To
avoid these problems, we expand A-Prolog by consistency-
restoring rules with preferences. We call the new language
“CR-Prolog”.

A cr-rule is a statement of the form:�£³ 9 � or ^!^�^ or
9$´¶µ¡ � � ;�^�^!^�;=�m·�;

not �m· µ � ;!^�^�^�; not ��e (1)

where � is the name of the rule, and
9 ��;!^�^�^!; 9 ´ ;=����;�^�^!^�;L� e

are literals. The rule says that if � � ;�^!^�^�;L�m· belong to a set of
agent’s beliefs and none of ��· µ � ;�^�^!^�;L�me belongs to it then
the agent “may possibly” believe one of the

9 � ;!^�^!^�; 9$´ . This
possibility is used only if the agent has no way to obtain a
consistent set of beliefs using regular rules only.

Consider for instance program 7 C :7 C ³ ¸ � ¡ not ��^���>³X� µ¡ ^7®C has an answer set
� �c� , computed without the use of cr-

rule � � . Now consider 7@¹C I«7 C R ��T �c^�� . If � � is not used,7 ¹C in inconsistent. Consistency can be restored by using � � ,
which allows the reasoner to believe � , leading to the answer
set
��T �$;L��� .

Cr-rules can be used by the agent to remove the need
for multiple calls to lp-satisfiable checkers. Consider the
program from Example 1 with a new diagnostic module,5¦¥¶º1»C :5¦¥ º1»C½¼ �(��4£;<A � ³¾�(��4£;<A � µ¡ A¿ªÀ3�;<¬ ���-+���4 � ^
which says that some (unobserved) exogenous actions may
possibly have occurred in the past. This fact can be used by
the agent to restore consistency of his beliefs. To see how
this is done consider recorded histories ¢
�;L¢@�; and ¢@Á with3�I¶Z . (To save space, we will omit observations of negative
fluent literals.)Â t&Ã[ÄÅ Æ j!��s(kml�npo�q-r�k�q�t�u=v���u=�o��-q�k�����o���km�-u=v1��u=�o��-q�kmo���km�-u=v�z-u=� Â ��Ã�ÄÅ Æ j���s(kml�n�o�q-r�k�q�t<u=v���u=�o!��q�k��2�!o���km��u=v/��u=�o!��q�k��Eo���km�-u=v�z-u=�Â�Ç ÃWÈ j!��s(kml�npo�q-r�k�q�t�u=v���u=�o��-q�k��Eo���km��u=v�z�u=�
According to our semantics the answer set of 7
8�R©¢ � R5¦¥¶º1»C contains no occurrences of exogenous actions – no
cr-rules are used at this point; Consistency of the “regular
part” of 7>8²RÉ¢ � RÊ5S¥¶º1»C can be restored only by rule�(����� W�X;LM � . The observation is explained by the occurrence
of ��� W� . 7 8 R@¢6ÁWR65¦¥¶º1»C has two answer sets, one obtained
using �(����� W�X;LM � , and the other obtained using �(���!��"$;LM � .
The agent concludes that either ��� W� or �!��" occurred at timeM .

The agent’s selection of cr-rules can be guided by prefer-
ence relation * ����:E���(��� � ;<� ��� which says that sets of beliefs
obtained by applying ��� are preferred over those obtained by
applying ��� .
For example, we might want to say that ��� W� occurs more
often then �!�!" and hence an explanation based on an unob-
served past occurrence of ��� W� is preferred to one based on
similar occurrence on ����" . The rule7�Ë 8 ³�Ì * ����:E���(���(���-�� D�~;=A � ;=�(���!��"$;=A �<� ^
formalizes this intuition. Given 7 8 R©¢6Á�R{5¦¥¶º1»C RÍ7�Ë 8 ,
our agent will use this rule to conclude that �-�� D� occurred at
time M . It will not conclude that �!�!" occurred, since this cor-
responds to a less preferred set of beliefs. The agent may
derive that �!��" occurred only if additional information is
provided, showing that ��� W� cannot have occurred. Now we
give a precise definition of our language.

Syntax and Semantics
Let Î be a signature containing symbols for constants, vari-
ables, functions, and predicates. Terms, atoms, and literal
are defined as in FOL. Literals and terms not containing vari-
ables are called ground. The sets of ground terms, atoms and
literals over Î will be denoted by +�����Ïy�2�,Î � , �2+���Ï]�2�,Î � ,
and ��.1+��,Î � . Let ? be a set of predicate symbols from Î . By�X+���Ï]�2�,Î@;L? � we denote the set of all atoms from �2+���Ï]�2�,Î �
formed by predicate symbols from ? . (Whenever possible
we drop the first argument and simply write �2+���Ï]�2��? � ).
A regular rule of CR-Prolog is a statement of the form:�²³ 9 � or ^�^�^ or

9$´ ¡ � � ;�^!^�^!;=�m·�;
not � · µ ��;�^�^!^�; not � e (2)

where
9 � ;!^�^�^!; 9$´ ;=� � ;�^�^!^�;L�me are literals, and � is a term rep-

resenting the name of the rule. (Names of regular rules are
not needed for the definition of the semantics of programs
with cr-rules, and can thus be safely dropped.) A cr-rule is a
statement of the form (1). Preferences between cr-rules are
expressed by atoms of the form * ����:E���������;=�!� � . If all pref-
erences in a program are expressed as facts, we say that the
program employs static preferences. Otherwise, preferences
are dynamic.

Definition 2 A CR-Prolog program, 7 , is a pair B1Î@;=Ð
F con-
sisting of signature Î and a set Ð of rules of form (2) or (1).

Signature Î is often denoted by �!.,"���7 � ; the set of atoms
(literals) of ��.,"���7 � is denoted by �2+���Ïy�2��7 � ( ��.1+���7 � );��ÑE�����2��7 � stands for the set of rules of 7 . If Ò is a
rule of 7 then

9 ����#c��Ò � I � 9 � ;�^�^!^�; 9$´ � ; �-��#~Ó���Ò � I� ����;!^�^�^!;=� · ; not � · µ ��;�^!^�^!; not � e � .
Programs of CR-Prolog are closely related to abductive logic
programs (Kakas & Mancarella 1990; Kakas, Kowalski, &
Toni 1998; Gelfond 1991) – pairs B�7[;L�£F where 7 is a
program of A-Prolog and � is a set of atoms, called ab-



ducibles2. The semantics of the language is based on a trans-
formation

9 �(��7 � of its programs into abductive programs.
The hard reduct

9 �(��7 � IKB�Ô¨Õ\;L�X+���Ï]�2� � � *X* ��� � F is defined
as follows:

1. �!.,"���Ô Õ�� I B�����3��!+���7 � ; � � *~* ��;<.�� * ����:E��������#D�ÖR* ����#c��7 � F . We assume that � *~* � and .�� * ����:E��������# do
not occur in �!.,"���7 � ;

2. every regular rule of 7 belongs to Ô¨Õ ;

3. for every consistency-restoring rule Ò×OØ��ÑE�����2��7 � , the
following regular rule belongs to Ô¨Õ :9 ����#$��Ò � ¡ ����#~Ó���Ò � ;L� *~* �=��� �
where � is the name of rule Ò ;

4. finally, if * ����:E���ÙO * ����#$��7 � , Ô Õ contains the following
set of rules, denoted by 7 Ë :ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

% transitive closure of predicate preferÏ]� _ ³.�� * ����:E��������#$��Ð²ZX;=Ð
± � ¡ * ����:E���(��Ð²ZX;=Ð
± � ^Ï]�=ab³$.�� * ����:E��������#$��Ð²ZX;=Ð
± � ¡ * ����:E���(��Ð²ZX;=Ð�Þ � ;.�� * ����:E��������#$��Ð�ÞW;LÐ�± � ^
% no circular preferencesÏY�
³ ¡ .�� * ����:E��������#c��Ð�;LÐ � ^
% prohibits application of a lesser rule if
% a better rule is appliedÏ Á ³ ¡ � *~* �<��Ð²Z � ;=� *X* �<��Ð
± � ;=.�� * ����:E�!������#c��Ð²Z~;=Ð
± � ^

where Ð � , Ð � , Ð Á denote names of rules.

We need two preliminary definitions.

Definition 3 A set of literals, ) , is a candidate answer set
of 7 if ) is a minimal generalized answer set of

9 ����7 � .
Definition 4 Let ) , 5 be candidate answer sets of 7 . ) is
better than 5 ( )×ßÊ5 ) ifà � *X* �=��� ��� O]) à � *~* �<��� ��� Oy5./� * ����:E��������#$��� � ;=� ��� O�)ÊáY5]^ (3)

We can now give the definition of answer set of a program.

Definition 5 Let ) be a candidate answer set of 7 , and â)
be )¿ã>�2+���Ï]�2� � � *X* ��;=.�� * ����:E��������#D� � . â) is an answer set
of 7 if there exists no candidate answer set, 5 , of 7 which
is better than ) .

One can notice that Definition 4 has some similarities with
Pareto-optimality (Pareto 1896). In fact, our definition and
(a suitably modified version of) Pareto-optimality appear3 to
yield the same answer sets in all cases, except when conflict-
ing preferences have been specified. When this happens, our
definition behaves in a more conservative way, returning no
answer set instead of all candidate answer sets, like Pareto-
optimality does.

2Recall that the semantics of an abductive program is given by
the notion of generalized answer set – an answer set ä k�å�u ofæ¤ç å

where
åéè�ê

; ä k�å£t=u&ë ä k�å��-u if
å£t\ì©å��

. We refer
to an answer set as minimal if it is minimal with respect to this
ordering.

3This conclusion is based on experimental results. A formal
verification of the statement is the subject of future research.

Example 3 Consider the following program:

7 � ÚÛÛÜ ÛÛÝ ����³ * ¡ ��; not í�^�!�[³î��^�!Á[³ï� µ¡ ��^
Intuitively, � Á should not be applied, since program 7 � ã� � Á � is consistent. Hence, the only answer set of 7 � should

be
� * ;<�2� .

Let us check that this intuition is captured by our definition.
The first element of

9 �(��7 �!� is Ô Õ�ð I¾Ô ¹Õ�ð R�7 Ë , whereÔ ¹Õ ð is:

Ô ¹Õ ð ÚÛÜ ÛÝ � � ³ * ¡ ��; not í�^� � ³¾��^� ¹Á ³ñ� ¡ ��;=� *~* �<���!Á � ^
The only minimal generalized answer set of

9 �(��7 ��� is)òI � * ;<�2� . (Notice that
� * ;=��;L�X;=� *~* �<����Á � � is a general-

ized answer set of
9 ����7 �!� , but it is not minimal.) Hence, )

is the unique answer set of 7 � .
Example 4 Consider the following program:

76�
ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

� � ³ * ¡
not í�^���
³î� ¡
not �X^� Á ³¾í ¡ +-^�!ó[³ï� ¡ +-^��ô
³ ¡ * ;<��^��õ
³¾í µ¡ ^��ö
³ï� µ¡ ^��÷
³î+ µ¡ ^��ø
³ * ����:E���(����õ~;=� ö � ^

(Notice that the program consisting of regular rules of 7 � is
inconsistent.) Ô Õ�ù IúÔ ¹Õ ù RS7 Ë , where Ô ¹Õ ù is:

Ô ¹Õ ù
ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

� � ³ * ¡
not í�^� � ³î� ¡
not �X^��Á
³¾í ¡ +-^� ó ³ï� ¡ +-^� ô ³ ¡ * ;<��^� ¹õ ³¾í ¡ � *X* �<��� õ�� ^� ¹ö ³ï� ¡ � *X* �<���!ö � ^� ¹÷ ³î+ ¡ � *X* �<���!÷ � ^� ø ³ * ����:E���(��� õ ;=�!ö � ^

The minimal generalized answer sets of
9 �(��7>� � (and hence

candidate answer sets of 7>� ) are shown below (we skip the
atoms formed by .�� * ����:E��������# ):) � I � * ����:E���(��� õ ;=�!ö � ;=� *~* �<��� õ!� ;=í�;=�X�) � I � * ����:E���(��� õ ;=�!ö � ;=� *~* �<���!ö � ;L�X; * �)�Á6I � * ����:E���(����õ~;=� ö � ;=� *~* �<��� ÷ � ;<+-;Lí�;L�~�
According to Equation (3), ) � ß¶) � . Hence, â) � is not an

answer set of 7 � , and the answer sets of 7 � are â) � and â) Á .



Example 5 Consider the following program:

76Á

ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

� � ³ � ¡ * ^���
³ � ¡ ��^��Á
³ � ¡ í�^�!ó[³ � ¡ �X^��ô _ ³ ¡
not �$^� ôLa ³ ¡
not ��^� õ ³ * µ¡ ^� ö ³ í µ¡ ^��÷
³ � µ¡ ^� ø ³ � µ¡ ^���/C[³ * ����:E���(����õ~;=� ö � ^� �=� ³ * ����:E���(����÷~;=� ø�� ^

The candidate answer sets of 7>Á are:) � I � * ����:E������� õ ;<��ö � ; * ����:E���(���!÷2;=� ø!� ;� *X* �=��� õ�� ;L� *X* �=��� ø�� ; * ;L�X;L�c;����) � I � * ����:E������� õ ;<��ö � ; * ����:E���(���!÷2;=� ø!� ;� *X* �=��� ÷ � ;L� *X* �=��� ö � ;=��;=í�;=�$;����
Since )b�>ßÉ)\� and )��
ßû)b� , 7@Á has no answer set.

The reader can also check that the intuitive reasoning de-
scribed in Example 1 is captured by our semantics, and 7[8 ,
together with ¢ � ;!^�^!^�;L¢ Á , entails the expected conclusions.

Applications of Consistency-Restoring Rules
Cr-rules can be used to encode types of common-sense
knowledge which, to the best of our knowledge, have no
natural formalization in A-Prolog. In this section, we give
examples of such use.

Example 6 (Dynamic Preferences) Consider diagnostic
module 5¦¥¶º1»C used by the agent from Example 1 to solve
its diagnostic problems. Suppose we would like to supply
him with the following additional information: “Bulb
blow-ups happen more frequently than power surges unless
there is a storm in the area.” This information can be
encoded by the preferences:5¦¥ Ë ³ ¸ * ����:E�!�(�����,��� W�X;<A � ;<�(���!��"E;<A �=� ¡ T 9 ���!+�����Ï¤;LM � ^* ����:E�!�(�����,�!�!"E;<A � ;<�(�,��� W�X;<A �=� ¡ 9 ���!+�����Ï¤;LM � ^
Let 5¦¥¶º1»� Iü5¦¥¶º1»C R65S¥ Ë , and consider recorded history¢6ó : ¢ ó ³ Ì 9 * #$�������������� ��� ;=M � ^����X�,�!+�����Ï�;=M � ^����X� T ��3&��� � ;�Z � ^
(Recall that if ����2��:$;LM � is not in ¢ ó then ����2� T :$;LM � is.) Ob-
viously ¢6ó requires an explanation. It is storming and there-
fore the intuitive explanation is �(�,�!�!"E;=M � . It is not difficult to
check that this is indeed the case. Program 7 8 R>¢ ó R@5¦¥¶º1»�
has two candidate answer sets. Due to the second rule of5¦¥ Ë only one of them, containing �!��" , is the answer set of
the program and hence �(���!��"$;LM � is the explanation of ¢>ó .

The results obtained by the use of cr-rules match the intuitive
answers also in more complex cases. Consider recorded his-
tory ¢@ô :

¢ ô ³ ÚÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÝ
9 * #c�������������� ��� ;=M � ^����2���!+�����Ï¤;LM � or ����2� T �!+�����Ï¤;LM � ^����2� T ��3&�,� � ;!Z � ^����2� T �(���,� � ;!Z � ^

This time, we do not know if there has been a storm at M , but,
at time Z , the bulb is observed to be intact. Common-sense
should tell the agent that there was a power surge. Nothing
can be said, however, on whether there has been a storm.
Indeed one can check that the answer sets of 7 8 RÍ¢@ô[R5¦¥¶º1»� contain sets of facts:� ����2���!+�����Ï¤;LM � ;=�(���!��"E;=M � �� ����2� T �!+�����Ï¤;LM � ;=�(���!��"E;=M � �
which correspond to the intuitive answers.

To illustrate more complex interaction of planning and diag-
nostic reasoning let us consider the following elaboration of
the Yale Shooting Scenario.

Example 7 “John has a gun, which he can load. A loaded
gun can be fired in order to kill the turkey. Sometimes, if
bullets are wet, the gun misfires. Also, sometimes loading
the gun fails if John is in a hurry. Finally, in some cases, the
turkey could be too big to be killed by a gun.”

The knowledge contained in this story can be represented
with the action description, 7>ý �ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

% normally, shooting a loaded gun kills the turkey.9 ��#2����#D;=A{þüZ � ¡ 9 ��������#2��#$��ÿ � ;<A � ;T 9 ���(����� 9 ����+ � ;<A � ;�(��� 9 ����+���ÿ � ;=A � ^
% shooting always unloads the gun.T 9 ��������#X��#$��ÿ � ;=A©þûZ � ¡ 9 ��������#2��#$��ÿ � ;<A � ;�(��� 9 ����+���ÿ � ;=A � ^
% normally, loading makes the gun loaded.9 ��������#X��#$��ÿ � ;=A©þûZ � ¡ �(�������2#$��ÿ � ;<A � ;T 9 ���(���������2# � ;=A � ^
% wet bullets sometimes cause misfiring.� � ��A � ³ 9 ���(���,� 9 ����+ � ;<A � µ¡ 9 ���6��+ ��ÑE������+-;=A � ;�(��� 9 ����+���ÿ � ;=A � ^
% big turkeys sometimes do not die.�!�2��A � ³ 9 ���(���,� 9 ����+ � ;<A � µ¡ 9 �,��.," +/Ñ$� (��Ó$;=A � ;�(��� 9 ����+���ÿ � ;=A � ^
% loading sometimes fails if John is in a hurry.� Á ��A � ³ 9 ���(����������# � ;<A � µ¡ 9 � 9 Ñ$����Ó2.13E"E;<A � ;�(�������2#$��ÿ � ;<A � ^
% it is more likely for loading to fail than
% for bullets to misfire.* ����:E�!�(��� Á ��A ��� ;<� � ��A ���<� ^

(A particular gun becomes a parameter of our actions and
of fluent ������#2��#c��ÿ � since later we look at a scenario with
two guns.)



If we add to 7@ý � the historyÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ
����2���6��+ ��Ñ$������+-;=M � ^����2�,��.," +/Ñc� (��ÓE;=M � ^����2� 9 Ñ$����Ó�.13E"E;=M � ^
% Closed World Assumption on initial stateT ����2� � ;=M � ¡ not ����2� � ;=M � ^9 * #$�������2#$�m"EZ � ;=M � ^9 * #$��� 9 ����+��m"EZ � ;!Z � ^

we obtain a unique answer set, stating that the turkey is
dead at time ± . Note that this conclusion does not require
the application of cr-rules.

Let us now add the further observation����2� T #X����#D;�± � ^
Now, cr-rules are necessary. The resulting program has
two answer sets, corresponding to one scenario in which
John did not load the gun properly, and to one in which
the gun fired as expected, but the turkey was too big to be
killed. Notice that the other possible explanation – the wet
bullets caused the gun to misfire – does not correspond to
any answer set of the program because of the preference* ����:E���(��� Á ��A ��� ;<� � ��A �!�<� .
As was mentioned before, cr-rules can also be used in the
construction of a planning module of the agent. The follow-
ing is an example of such a module which generates plans
of minimal length.

Example 8 Consider the domain description from Example
7 and program 7 ý � defined as the union of 7 ý � and planning
module ?[¥ º1» :ÚÛÛÜ ÛÛÝ ��ó���A � ³ Ïy�2¬D+/.1ÏY����A � µ¡ 3§ÀA®^* ����:E���(���!ó���A � ;=��ó2��A©þûZ �<� ^� ô ��4£;<A � ³~�(��4[;<A � µ¡ Ïy�X¬c+/.1ÏY����¥¿A � ;<3§ÊA¿ªÀ¥¿A®^
(Here 3 stands for the current time of the agent’s history – in
our case M .) Cr-rule �!ó2��A � says that any time can possibly be
the maximum planning time of the agent. The second rule
gives the preference to shortest plans. The last rule allows to
the agent the future use of any of his actions.

To illustrate the workings of this module let us consider an
initial situation where the turkey is alive and the gun is un-
loaded; the agent has the goal of killing the turkey, repre-
sented as: ¸ "(����� ¡ 9 ��#X����#D;=A � ^¡

not "������<^
The goal does not hold at current moment M . To avoid in-
consistency with the goal constraint the agent may use rules� ô ��4£;=M � ;<� ô ��4[;!Z � ;!^�^!^ where time ranges from M and the
maximum planning time ¥¿A . Without the preference re-
lation, ¥¿A , could have been determined by any rule from��ó���M � ;=��óX�<Z � ^!^�^ . The preference, however, forces the agent
to select the shortest plan for achieving the goal, in our case

� �(��������#c��"$Z � ;=M � ; 9 �,� 9 ����+��m"EZ � ;�Z � � . It may be worth noting a
symmetry between rules � ô ��4[;=A � and �(��4£;<A � of our plan-
ning and diagnostic modules. The first allows the agent
to consider exogenous actions in the past while the second
makes possible the use of its own actions in the future. It is
also instructive to compare planning with cr-rules with that
using traditional planning module, ?[¥ , discussed above.
In the latter case a plan of minimum length can be found by
multiple calls to lp-solver with ¥¿A I MD;�Z~;!^�^!^ . A single
call suffices with the CR-Prolog planner.

The next example shows another advantage of ?[¥ º1» with
respect to the traditional A-Prolog planner.

Example 9 Let us expand the scenario from Example 8 by
introducing a new gun, "W± , which can be used exactly like"$Z . Initially, the turkey is alive, the guns are not loaded,
bullets are not wet, the turkey is not big, and John is not
hurrying. The goal is to find the sequences of actions which
kill the turkey with the smallest number of actions.

Provided that variable ÿ is allowed to range over
� "EZ~;<"(±(� ,76ý � can be employed without modifications. It has now two

answer sets, corresponding to plans� �(��������#c��"$Z � ;LM � ;L�(��� 9 ����+��m"EZ � ;!Z � �� �(��������#c��"(± � ;LM � ;L�(��� 9 ����+��m"W± � ;!Z � �
The traditional A-Prolog planner ?[¥ may return one of the
two intended plans, as well as any of the others, such as:� �(��������#c��"$Z � ;=M � ;L�(��������#$�m"W± � ;=M � ;=�(�,� 9 ����+��m"EZ � ;�Z � �� �(��������#c��"(± � ;=M � ;L�(��� 9 ����+���"(± � ;!Z � ;L�(�������2#$�m"EZ � ;�Z � �^�^�^
Removing these unintended plans is usually a non-trivial

task. The use of cr-rules provides us with a rather simple
way of doing exactly that.

Related Work
Programs of CR-Prolog closely resemble knowledge sys-
tems of (Inoue 1994) – pairs B�A6;=ÔF of non-disjunctive pro-
grams in which A represents a background knowledge andÔ is a set of candidate hypotheses. Though syntactically
and even semantically similar, the programming methodolo-
gies of these two approaches differ considerably. The back-
ground theory A of knowledge system seems to be either
a collection of integrity constraints or a collection of de-
faults whose credibility is higher than that of Ô . This is
quite different from the structuring of knowledge advocated
in this paper. The use of rules from Ô differ depending on
the use of the knowledge system. The emphasis seems to
be on default reasoning, where hypothesis are interpreted as
defaults and hence rules of Ô are fired whenever possible.
This interferes with the search for explanations, which nor-
mally favors some form of minimality and applies the rules
sparingly. There are some suggestions of using knowledge
systems for this purpose by applying a different strategy for
the selection of rules. In our opinion these two types of rea-
soning are not easily combined together. (In some cases they
may even require a different representation of knowledge for



each of the reasoning tasks.) The notion of knowledge sys-
tem is further extended in (Sakama & Inoue 2000) by in-
troducing priorities over elements of Ô viewed as defaults.
The new work does not seem to change the methodology
of knowledge representation of the original paper. Conse-
quently even our priority relations are quite different from
each other. In our future work we plan to investigate the
precise relationship between this work and CR-Prolog.

Now let us look at a formalism from (Lin & You 2001)
where the authors point out problems linked with the “classi-
cal” definition of abductive logic programs given by Kakas
& Mancarella (1990), and propose a new definition of ab-
duction. The problems underlined by Lin & You appear
to be linked with the use of negation as failure in place of
classical negation, which is typical of traditional logic pro-
gramming, as well as of logic programming under the stable
model semantics.

To see the problem consider program ? �� ý I � í ¡ �$^�� , set
of abducibles ��I � �$;L��� , and observation í . The minimal
abductive explanation for í given by B�? �� ý ;=�£F is � � I � �c� .
In (Lin & You 2001), the authors notice that � � is often seen
as representing its completion under the Closed World As-
sumption, i.e. � � is really a shorthand for � � I � �$; T ��� .
They correctly argue that such an interpretation is unintu-
itive - the Closed World Assumption should not be applied
to � , since abducibles “are assumptions which one can make
one way or the other” (Lin & You 2001).

We believe however that this criticism is not applicable to
our formalism. In the semantics of CR-Prolog, abduction
is used only to select sets of cr-rules needed to restore con-
sistency of the reasoner’s beliefs. Hence, according to our
semantics, cr-rules normally do not apply, which justifies
the Closed World Assumption for our abducibles – atoms
formed by predicate � *~* � .
Moreover, the problem primarily exists in languages not
containing classical negation. The availability of classical
negation in our language allows for more accurate formal-
ization of knowledge and removes many difficulties caused
by the unjustified use of negation as failure. We will illus-
trate this point by the “canCross example” from (Lin & You
2001).

In this example, the authors consider a scenario in which a
boat can be used to cross a river, if the boat is not leaking.
If it is leaking, the river can be still crossed if there is a
bucket available to scoop the water out of the boat. The
agent observes that someone is crossing the river, and must
explain this fact.

They formalize the domain with program ? �� ý���23�)>������ ¡ �-���2+-; not �����( �.13E"$^���23�)>������ ¡ �-���2+-;L�����( �.13E"$; 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+-^
and notice that, under the definition given by Kakas

& Mancarella, the observation has a unique mini-
mal explanation,

� �-���2+�� . The closed world inter-
pretation discussed above gives us a “complete” ex-
planation

� �����X+-; T �����( �.13E"$; T 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+�� , which is cor-
rect. Unfortunately, perfectly plausible explanations like

� �-���2+-;=������ (.,3E"E; 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+�� are not captured by this def-
inition. The alternative would be to interpret �-���2+ as incom-
plete explanation which could be completed by assigning
values to other abducibles. As pointed out by the authors this
does not work either since

� �-���2+-;=�����( �.13E"E; T 9 �(���£Ñ$�! (��+�� is
not an explanation. In their paper the authors propose a se-
mantics of abductive programs aimed at solving this prob-
lem.

Let us now look at the treatment of the same example in
CR-Prolog. We propose the following formalization:

? �º1»
ÚÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÝ

� � ³ ���23�)>������ ¡ �-���2+-; T �����( �.13E"E^� � ³ ���23�)>������ ¡ �-���2+-;=�����( �.13E"E; 9 �����£Ñ$�� W�!+-^¡
not ���23�)>������~^� � ³ �-���2+ µ¡ ^� � ³ T �-���2+ µ¡ ^� Á ³ ������ (.,3E" µ¡ ^� ó ³ T ������ (.,3E" µ¡ ^� ô ³ 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+ µ¡ ^� õ ³ T 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+ µ¡ ^

Notice that rule ��� uses classical negation (instead of the
default negation used in the first formalization). This is cer-
tainly a more faithful translation of the problem’s knowl-
edge which contains nothing about beliefs of Closed World
Assumptions. Notice also that the observation, represented
as a constraint, becomes part of our knowledge. The reader
can check that the program has two answer sets correspond-
ing to explanations � � I � �-���2+-; T �����( �.13E"$� and � � I� �-���2+-;=������ (.,3E"E; 9 �(���[ÑE�� (��+�� . Note that these explanations
do not depend on unspecified values of “abducibles” – � �
will remain a good intuitive explanation of the observation
even after we discover whether there is a bucket in the boat.

It may also be instructive to see how preferences of CR-
Prolog can be used to select some “preferred” explanations
of our observation. For example, if we believe that boats are
rarely leaking, we can introduce preference* ����:E������� ó ;=��Á � ^
The new program, ?£º1»Á , will generate only explanation �>� .
However, if later we were to observe that the boat is leaking,
adding this piece of information to the program would make
it retract �>� and return �®� .
Another work relevant to our research is the introduction of
weak constraints in DLV (Buccafurri, Leone, & Rullo 1997a;
1997b; Calimeri et al. 2002). Intuitively, a weak constraint
is a constraint that can be violated, if this is needed to ob-
tain an answer set of a program. To each weak constraint, a
weight is assigned, indicating the cost of violating the con-
straint4. A preferred answer set of a program with weak
constraints is one that minimizes the sum of the weights of

4To be precise, two different “costs”, weight and level, are as-
signed to weak constraints, but in our discussion we only consider
the weight, since even levels do not seem to solve the problem.



the constraints that the answer set violates. Consider for ex-
ample program 7�8 �	� of DLV:Ì � or ��^³�
ü�c^fg Z
³ �³�
ú��^�g ±£³ �
where the first weak constraint (denoted by symbol ³
 ) has
weight Z and the second has weight ± . In order to satisfy
the first rule, the answer sets of 7�8 �	� must violate one of the
constraints. Since violating the first constraint has a lower
cost than violating the second, the preferred answer set of7 8 ��� is

� �c� .
Weak constraints are of course similar to our cr-rules and
weights can often play the role of preferences. The main
disadvantage of using weak constraints instead of cr-rules
is that weights induce a total order on the weak constraints
of the program, as opposed to the partial order that can be
specified on cr-rules. This seems to be a key difference in the
formalization of some forms of common-sense knowledge,
like the one from Example 6. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no formalization of this domain in DLV with weak
constraints, that, given recorded history ¢ ô , concludes that
there are two possible alternatives compatible with ¢ ô :� ����2�,��+�����Ï�;=M � ;=�(�,�!�!"E;=M � �� ����2� T ��+�����Ï�;=M � ;=�(�,�!�!"E;=M � �
To see the problem, consider, for example, the following

DLV formalization of our diagnostic module 5S¥×º1»� with dy-
namic preferences: 5¦¥�� ´ Iú5¦¥�C'RY7�� ´

, where 7�� ´ is

7�� ´ ÚÛÜ ÛÝ ³�
ú�(����� W�X;=A � ; 9 �,��+�����Ï�;=M � ^�g �¨³ �³�
ú�(���!��"$;=A � ; 9 �,�!+�����Ï�;=M � ^�g�Z
³ �³�
ú�(����� W�X;=A � ; T 9 �,��+�����Ï�;=M � ^�g�Z
³ �³�
ú�(���!��"$;=A � ; T 9 �,�!+�����Ï�;=M � ^�g �`³ �
The first two weak constraints say that, if a storm occurred,

assuming that action ��� W� occurred has a cost of � , while as-
suming that action �!��" occurred has a cost of Z . The last two
weak constraints say that, if a storm did not occur, assuming
that action ��� W� occurred has a cost of Z , while assuming
that action �!�!" occurred has a cost of � . The selection of
particular weights is fairly arbitrary, but it captures the cor-
responding dynamic preferences.

The only possible explanation of recorded history ¢ ô is the
occurrence of �!�!" at time M . Hence, 7�8\R]¢ ô RS5S¥ � ´ has
two candidate answer sets, containing, as expected, the two
set of facts above. Unfortunately, the answer set correspond-
ing to the second set of facts has a total cost of � , while the
answer set corresponding to the first explanation has a cost
of Z . This forces the reasoner to prefer the first answer set,
and to assume, without any sufficient reason, the existence
of a storm.

There are however some classes of programs of CR-Prolog
which can be reduced to DLV programs with weak con-
straints. Study of such classes may be useful not only for
improving our understanding of both formalisms, but also
for using the efficient computation engine of DLV for CR-
Prolog computations.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we extended A-Prolog by cr-rules with prefer-
ences, gave the semantics of the new language, CR-Prolog,
and demonstrated how it can be used to formalize various
types of common-sense knowledge and reasoning. We could
not find natural A-Prolog formalizations for some of the ex-
amples in the paper. Formalizations in CR-Prolog however
seem to be natural, reasonably elaboration tolerant, and, we
hope, can be efficiently implemented.

So far, we have implemented a naı̈ve algorithm for comput-
ing answer sets of programs with cr-rules. We are currently
working on the development and implementation of more
efficient reasoning algorithms. We also plan to study the
ramifications of the use of different preference relations in
the definition of answer sets of CR-Prolog.
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